
Client Challenge
Eight sizable healthcare entities undergoing regulatory scrutiny of a merger transaction – a deal described 
as the most significant change to the structure of the subject state’s healthcare market in decades – sought 
Consilio’s world-renowned expertise to solve collection, processing, data analytics, review and production 
challenges in a monumental Second Request antitrust investigation.

Consilio Response
Facing immutable, cursory production deadlines, Consilio deployed leading-edge strategies to commandeer 
roughly 20 million records for 110 custodians; championed a customized, multifaceted TAR master plan to 
probe the inordinate population; and promptly produced 5 million+ records to the U.S. federal government.

Harnessing predictive coding and other attuned data analytics and review expediencies, Consilio executed 
complex, parallel machine-learning analyses, excavating relevant files for production within each entities’ 
conceptually distinct data corpus, and defensibly triumphing 80% recall demands at government-injunctive 
statistical prerequisites.

Results Achieved
Despite high richness levels typical of Second Requests, Consilio secured timely productions and appreciably 
diminished litigation overhead by culling over four million documents from human review, all while 
necessitating subject matter expert review of only a mere fraction of a percent of the TAR-eligible population in 
their potent algorithm-training process.
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Proven Solutions for Risk Management, Data Forensics, eDiscovery, 
Document Review, and Law Department Management

Consilio is the global leader in legal consulting and services. Our worldwide team of professionals 
brings their expertise and a commitment to serve to every engagement, partnering with our 

clients to develop creative solutions for their most pressing challenges. 

From our dedicated Solutions Experts and Project Managers—who hold over 300 Relativity 
Certifications—to our quality assurance, technology and security teams, every eDiscovery 

and Risk Management professional across our practice areas are focused on helping 
you find what matters when it mattersSM.  Data Forensics
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Company Profile
Eight Healthcare Entities 

Matter Summary
Consilio assists eight 
sizeable healthcare entities 
undergoing a monumental 
second request antitrust 
investigation.

Services Utilized
• eDiscovery Services

Healthcare Market Dynamic-Changing 
Second Request

case study

Global Leader in Legal Consulting and Services
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Ready to Learn More?   
Visit consilio.com or email info@consilio.com
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By the Numbers
Global Reach, Local Expertise

1,700+
Employees 
Worldwide

20+
 Countries Worldwide

with Staffed Review
Professionals

31+
 Languages Covered

in Review Projects 
Globally

13+
Data Centers 
Around the World

 Matters Currently
Hosted Globally

9,500+

 Regions with Consilio 
Presence Spanning 
11 Countries

70+

2,500+
Active Review 
Professionals

 Deliver Service Excellence
Setting the bar high and surpassing expectations 

 One Global Practice
Global reach, local expertise

 

Our Values

Serve as a Trusted Advisor
Guiding clients through their toughest challenges

Right Solutions, Right Results
Innovating to excel beyond the status quo

4,000+
Team Members, including 
eDiscovery, Cybersecurity, 
Data Forensics & Compliance 
Risk Assessments Experts

 

http://consilio.com

